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1. INTRODUCTION
We study the regularity with respect to q of a q-dependent class of
 Ž . 4 Žanalytic semigroups T t; q : t G 0 , where the parameter q lies in some
. Ž .subset of a Banach space Q, and the infinitesimal generators A q are
defined in terms of a class of coercive sesquilinear forms. For a given q,
Ž .T t; q is the solution operator of the abstract initial value problem
u t ; q s A q u t ; q , t ) 0, 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç
u 0; q s u g H , 2Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .in the sense that the solution u ?; q is given by u t; q s T t; q u .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .If u t; q is the solution of 1 and 2 , then a formal calculation suggests
Ž . Ž .that if the Gateaux derivative w t; q; d q of q ‹ u t; q in the direction of
Ž . Žd q exists, and if q ‹ A q is linear in q so that its derivative in the
Ž ..direction of d q is A d q , then
w t ; q ; d q s A q w t ; qd q q A d q u t ; q ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç
w 0; q ; d q s 0.Ž .
One of our goals in this paper is to justify this formalism, and to do so in
a fairly general abstract setting. In the process we show that the map
Ž .q ‹ T t; q is analytic in the operator norm, and that the Frechet deriva-Â
Ž .tive with respect to q of T t; q , acting on d q, is given by a norm-conver-
gent contour integral
D 1
ltT t ; q d q s e R l, q A d q R l, q dl,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HDq 2p i › Sg
def y1Ž . Ž Ž ..where R l, q s lI y A q is the resolvent operator.
The reader may note that this formula is closely related to the inverse
Ž .Laplace transform representation for T t; q . In fact, our analysis rests
Ž .primarily on two results: the inverse Laplace transform formula 22 , and a
Ž .resolvent perturbation result 30 based on the Neumann series. The
functional analytic setting in which we work is a parameter-dependent
version of the ``Gelfand triple'' or ``pivot space'' setting which is fairly
standard in the analysis of elliptic differential operators. The parameter-
dependent aspects of our setting are similar to but somewhat less general
w x w xthan those of Banks and Ito 4, Sec. 2 . Though the focus of 4 was analysis
of approximations of parameter-dependent semigroups, a corollary of that
Ž .work is the continuity of q ‹ T t; q in the strong operator topology. By
comparison, we establish analyticity of that map in the norm topology.
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In Sec. 3, we delineate the elements of the functional analytic setting for
our subsequent work. Before doing so, however, in Sec. 2 we introduce an
example problem which is a typical illustration of the types of problems
falling under the purview of the general theory.
2. DIFFUSION-CONVECTION EXAMPLE
Ž .We have in mind as a prototypic example the case where T t; q is the
solution operator for a q-dependent diffusion-convection equation. For
definiteness, consider the following problem. Let V be the unit square in
R2, and consider the parameterized diffusion-convection equation for
Ž . Ž .u s u t, x, y; q on V = 0, t for some t .f f
› u
s = ? C t , x , y ; q q q x , y u x , y , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3› t
where
def
C t , x , y ; q s yq x , y =u t , x , y ; q y q x , y u t , x , y ; q , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
with the initial condition
u 0, x , y ; q s u x , yŽ . Ž .0
and boundary conditions specified in terms of the outward normal compo-
nent n ? C of the ``flux'' C as follows:
¡n ? C t , x , 0; q s 0,Ž .
n ? C t , x , 1; q s 0,Ž .~ 5Ž .n ? C t , 0, y ; q s 0,Ž .
and¢n ? C t , 1, y ; q s yru t , 1, y ; q for some constant r ) 0.Ž . Ž .
Ž .TThe parameter q is of the form q s q , q , q , and is assumed to lie in1 2 3
Ž .some subset of
def 2‘ ‘ ‘Q s L V = L V = L V . 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
In order to make this as general as possible in terms of the smoothness
conditions on q, we pass to the weak or variational formulation of this
2Ž . 1Ž .PDE. We denote H s L V and V s H V , and the inner product on H
² : Ž . Ž .by ? , ? . In the variational setting we denote u t, ? , ? ; q by u t; q , and
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Ž . Ž . Ž .›r› t by ``dot,'' as in u t; q . Then the weak form of the PDE 3 ] 5 is theÇ
Ž . Ž .problem of finding u ?; q with u t; q g V for each t ) 0 such that for all
¤ g V,
² :u t ; q , ¤ qs q u t ; q , ¤ s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç
7Ž .
² :² :u 0; q , ¤ s u , ¤ ,Ž . 0
where
² :s q u , ¤ s q =u t ; q q q u t ; q , =¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
1
<² :q q u t ; q , ¤ q r u¤ dy. 8Ž . Ž . Ž .H xs13
ys0
Ž .In order to ensure that 7 is well-posed, it is sufficient to require that
def
< 5 5q g Q s q g Q inf q x , y G c ) 0, q F c , i s 1, 2, 3 9Ž . Ž .½ 5A D 1 0 i i
Ž .x , y gV
for some fixed constants c , i s 0, . . . , 3.i
We shall return to this example in Sec. 7 below.
3. FUNCTIONAL-ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK
In this section, we formulate an abstract framework which captures the
salient features of the example of the previous section. In Sec. 7 we
provide other examples which fall within the purview of this framework.
Let H and V be two complex Hilbert spaces with inner products
² : ² : 5 5 5 5? , ? and ? , ? and associated norms ? and ? , respectively.H V H V
Assume that V is densely and continuously imbedded in H, with imbed-
ding constant C :V
5 5 5 5u F C u for u g V . 10Ž .H VV
That is, we have a Gelfand triple V ¤ H ¤ V * with pivot space H. Let
Ž 5 5 .Q be a subset of a linear space Q, ? , and suppose that for eachQA D
Ž .q g Q there exists a sesquilinear form s q : V = V ‹ C with theA D
following properties.
Boundedness
There exists a constant C ) 0 such that for all q g Q , u g V, and1 A D
¤ g V,
5 5 5 5s q u , ¤ F C u ¤ . 11Ž . Ž . Ž .V V1
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V-Coerci¤ity
There exist real constants C ) 0 and l G 0 such that for all q g Q2 0 A D
and u g V,
5 5 2 5 5 2Re s q u , u G C u y l u . 12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . V H2 0
As a consequence of the Riesz theorem, under these conditions, for
Ž . Ž .each q g Q there exists a linear operator A q g L V, V * such thatA D
² :s q u , ¤ s yA q u , ¤ for u , ¤ g V , 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V *, V
² :where ? , ? is the usual duality pairing for V * = V. Alternatively,V *, V
Ž .A q may be viewed as an unbounded operator in H, whose domain
def
<dom A q s u g V A q u g H 4Ž . Ž .Ž .
is H-dense in V, and in this case
² :s q u , ¤ s yA q u , ¤ for u g dom A q , ¤ g V . 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
Ž .Viewed in this way, A q is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic
Ž . Ž .semigroup T t; q on H. For each t ) 0, T t; q is the solution operator
for the abstract initial-value problem
u t ; q s A q u t ; q , t ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç
u 0; q s u q g H ,Ž . Ž .0
or, in weak form,
² :u t ; q , ¤ qs q u t ; q , ¤ s 0 for ¤ g V , t ) 0, 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç V *, V
u 0; q s u q g H . 16Ž . Ž . Ž .0
w xThese topics are discussed in detail in, for example, 9, 10, 11 .
4. ESTIMATES UNIFORM IN q
In this section we deduce estimates involving the resolvents
def y1Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .R l; q s lI y A q of the infinitesimal generators A q and semi-
Ž .group T ?; q , which hold uniformly in q g Q . In the next section weA D
Ž .look at the regularity of T ?; q with respect to q under further assump-
Ž .tions regarding the dependence of s q on q.
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We first show a bound on the resolvents which holds uniformly for l in
Ž Ž ..a sector S which is contained in the resolvent sets r A q of theg
Ž .infinitesimal generators A q . This result is of fundamental importance in
obtaining our subsequent results, as it facilitates the use of the Inverse
Ž w x.Laplace transform formula see, e.g., 8, 10 .
Ž .LEMMA 4.1. For fixed g g 0, 1 , define the obtuse sector
yRe l y l 1 y gŽ . Ž .def 0
S s l g C Fg ½ 5Im l y l CŽ .0 3
p
<s l g C arg l y l F q u ,Ž .0 g½ 52
with
def
C s 1 q C rC3 1 2
and
def y1u s tan C r 1 y g .Ž .Ž .g 3
Ž Ž .. Ž .Then S is contained in the resol¤ent set r A q of A q for all q g Q ,g A D
and
R l, q F 1r C g 17Ž . Ž . Ž .V *, V 2
for all l g S .g
Ž Ž ..Proof. To see that S is a subset r A q , we show that in fact theg
numerical range
< 5 5² :m g C m s A q u , u for some u g dom A q with u s 1 4Ž . Ž .Ž . HH
Ž . w xof A q is contained in the complement of S 8, Theorem I.3.9 . To showg
Ž Ž .. 5 5 Ž . Ž .this, we note that, for u g dom A q with u s 1, 12 and 14 implyV
² :yRe A q u , u y l s Re s q u , u q lŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H 0 0
5 5 2G C u ,V2
Ž . Ž .and that 11 and 14 imply
² : ² :Im A q u , u y l s Im A q u , uŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .H H0
² :F A q u , uŽ . H
5 5 2F C u .V1
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Ž .Thus for any m in the numerical range of A q , we have
yRe m y l CŽ .0 2G
Im m y l CŽ .0 1
1 y g
) .
C3
Ž .Hence the numerical range of A q lies in the complement of S , so thatg
the resolvent set contains S .g
Ž .To establish 17 , we first show the following two estimates:
R l, q F 1rC , 18Ž . Ž .V *, V 2
< <R l, q F C r l 19Ž . Ž .V * 3
Ž . wfor all l with Re l G l . The proof essentially is that of Tanabe 10,0
xLemma 3.6.1 , but we include it here for completeness. Fix l with
Ž . Ž Ž ..Re l G l , q g Q , and f g V *. Since l g r A q , there is a unique0 A D
Ž Ž ..u g V such that f s lI y A q u. Thus for all ¤ g V we have
² : ² : ² :f , ¤ s l u , ¤ y A q u , ¤Ž .V *, V H V *, V
² :s l u , ¤ q s q u , ¤ , 20Ž . Ž . Ž .V *, V
so with ¤ s u it follows that
5 5 5 5 ² : 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2f u G Re f , ¤ G Re l y l u q C u G C u .Ž .Ž . Ž .V * V V *, V H V V0 2 2
5 5 5 5 Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus f G C u , which proves 18 . As for 19 , by rearranging 20 ,V * 2
Ž .taking absolute values and invoking 18 and the definition of C , we3
obtain
< < <² : < 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5l u , ¤ F C u ¤ q f ¤V *, V V V V * V1
5 5 5 5F C f ¤ .V * V3
Hence
² :u , ¤ V *, V
5 5u s supV * 5 5¤ V¤gV
C3
5 5F f ,V *< <l
Ž .which establishes 19 .
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Ž . Ž .We now demonstrate 17 . Fix l g S with Re l - 0, and defineg
def
Ž . Ž .l s l q i Im l . Expanding R l, q in its Neumann series about l1 0 1
Ž .formally at first we have
‘
kR l, q s R l ; q l y l R l ; q . 21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 1 1
ks0
Ž .This sum converges in L V * if
< <l y l R l ; q F 1 y g .Ž .1 1 V *
< < Ž . Ž .But l y l s yRe l y l , and from 19 and the definition of l ,1 0 1
5 Ž .5 < < < Ž . < < Ž . <R l ; q F C r l F C rIm l s C rIm l y l . This togetherV *1 3 1 3 3 0
with the fact that l g S givesg
< <l y l R l ; q F yC Re l y l r Im l y lŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 3 0 0V *
F 1 y g .
Ž . Ž .Hence, the sum in 21 converges in L V * and is bounded in norm by
‘ Ž .k Ž .Ý 1 y g s 1rg . Using this together with 19 we find, for l g Sks0 g
Ž .and Re l - l ,0
R l ; qŽ .1 V *, V
R l, q FŽ . V *, V
g
F 1r C g ,Ž .2
Ž .which is 17 .
Ž .We now exhibit T t; q and its t-derivatives as an inverse Laplace
transform using Lemma 4.1.
THEOREM 4.1. For each k G 0, t ) 0, and q g Q ,A D
dk 1
k l tT t ; q s l e R l, q dl, 22Ž . Ž . Ž .Hk 2p idt › Sg
Ž .where the integral con¤erges absolutely in the operator norm on L V *, V ,
and uniformly on any set of t 's bounded away from zero.
Ž .Proof. For k s 0, the operator T t; q when viewed as an element of
Ž . Ž . w xL V * is given by 22 as in 8, Theorem 1.7.7 since the resolvent bound
Ž . Ž .19 holds. But by 17 the integral on the right converges in a topology
Ž .stronger than that of L V * , namely the integral converges absolutely in
Ž .the operator norm on L V *, V and, moreover, this convergence is
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Ž .uniform on any set of t 's bounded away from zero. This defines T t; q as
Ž .a map in L V *, V . The result now holds for k G 1 by induction where
the interchange of integrals and derivatives is justified by a standard
application of the dominated convergence theorem.
5. REGULARITY WITH RESPECT TO q
Ž .We now consider the dependence of T ?; q on q. In order to study the
Ž .q-dependence of T ?; q , we make two additional assumptions on the
Ž .q-dependent sesquilinear form s q : V = V ‹ C on q.
Assume that the q-dependent sesquilinear forms satisfy the following
assumptions.
Ž .Affinity of s . The map q ‹ s q is affine, in the sense that for any u
and ¤ g V,
s q u , ¤ s s u , ¤ q s q u , ¤ , 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1
Ž .Ž .where s is independent of q and q ‹ s q u, ¤ is linear. Moreover,0 1
assume
Continuity. For any q g Q and q g Q we haveA D A D
5 5 5 5 5 5s q u , ¤ y s q u , ¤ F q y q u ¤ . 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Q V V
Note that as a consequence of the ``Affinity'' assumption, for any pair q
def
and q lying in Q, setting d q s q y q we have
5 5 5 5s d q u , ¤ s s q u , ¤ y s q u , ¤ F 2C u ¤ 25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V1 1
for all u and ¤ in V. Hence, setting
def
DQ s d q g Q N d q s q y q for some q g Q and q g Q , 26Ž . 4A D A D A D
Ž . Ž .it follows from 25 that for each d q g DQ there exists an A d q gA D 1
Ž .L V, V * such that
² :s d q u , ¤ s yA d q u , ¤ for u , ¤ g V , 27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 V *, V
5 Ž .5and that A d q F 2C . Further, we have from the ``Affinity'' as-V , V *1 1
Ž . Ž .sumption that the map d q ‹ A d q is linear from DQ to L V, V * ,1 A D
and from the ``Continuity'' assumption that
5 5A d q F d q . 28Ž . Ž .Q1 V , V *
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Ž .In the following Lemma, we give a uniformly in l g S norm-conver-g
gent power series representation for the perturbation of the resolvent
Ž . Ž .R l; q of A q in terms of perturbations of q.
Ž .LEMMA 5.1. For any fixed g g 0, 1 and q g Q , let S be as inA D g
Lemma 4.1, and define
5 5B q s q g Q N q y q F C gr 4C . 29Ž . Ž . Ž . 4QA D 2 1
defŽ .Then, for any l g S and any gi¤en q g B q with d q s q y q,g
‘
kR l; q s R l; q A d q R l; q , 30Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1ž /
ks0
Ž .where the series con¤erges absolutely in the operator norm on L V *, V * .
Ž .Proof. To see 30 , set q s q q d q and invoke the ``Affinity'' property
Ž . Ž . Ž . w Ž .x Ž .to write A q s A q q A d q , so that lI y A q R l; q s I y S, with1
def Ž . Ž .S s A d q R l; q . Then,1
y1
lI y A q R l, q s I y S .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . 5 Ž .5 ŽFrom 29 , Lemma 4.1 and the fact that A d q F 2C this is aV , V *1 1
.simple consequence of the ``Boundedness'' and ``Affinity'' assumptions ,
5 5 Ž .y1we have S F 1r2 so that we may expand I y S in its NeumannV *, V *
series
‘ ‘
ky1 kI y S s S s A d q R l; q ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý 1
ks0 ks0
Ž .where the series converges absolutely in the operator norm on L V *, V * .
Ž .This establishes 30 .
Ž . Ž Ž ..Since the map q ‹ R l, q has a uniformly in q g B q norm-conver-
Ž . w xgent power series, it is analytic as a map from Q to L V *, V 6, 12 .A D
Ž .Thus it possesses Frechet derivatives of all orders. Moreover, 30 facili-Â
tates a derivation of explicit formulas for them. In particular, we denote
Ž . Ž . Ž .the first Frechet derivative of the map q ‹ R l, q by DrDq R l; q ,Â
Ž . Ž .and its action on an admissible d q by DrDq R l; q d q. The FrechetÂ
Ž .derivative is a linear map from Q to L V *, V , and its action is given in
Theorem 5.2 below. Note in the statement of the theorem that the
Ž .differentiability of R l, q is in a certain sense uniform with respect to
l g S .g
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Ž .THEOREM 5.2. For fixed g g 0, 1 and q g Q ,A D
D
R l; q d q s R l; q A d q R l; q . 31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1Dq
Moreo¤er,
25 5D d q Q
R l; q q d q yR l; q y R l; q d q FŽ . Ž . Ž . 3 3 2 2 5 5Dq C g y C g d q Q2 2V *, V
32Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all l g S and q g Q , whene¤er q q d q g B q as gi¤en by 29 .g A D
Ž .Proof. By the power series representation 30 , the uniform resolvent
Ž . Ž .bound 17 , and the estimate 28 , we have
R l; q q d q y R l; q y R l; q A d q R l; qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 V *, V
‘
ks R l; q A d q R l; qŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý 1ž /
ks2 V *, V
k‘ 5 51 d q Q
F Ý ž /C g g C2 2ks2
5 5 2d q Q
s .3 3 2 2 5 5C g y C g d q Q2 2
Ž . Ž .Using the Neumann series 30 for R l, q q d q and the contour
Ž . Ž k k . Ž .integral representation 22 for d rdt T t; q , we now provide, for
each q in Q and t ) 0, a formula for the Frechet derivativeÂA D
Ž k k . Ž . Ž k k . Ž .DrDq d rdt T t; q d q of the map q ‹ d rdt T t; q acting on an
admissible d q.
Ž .THEOREM 5.3. For fixed g g 0, 1 and q g Q ,A D
D dk 1
k l tT t ; q d q s l e R l, q A d q R l, q dl. 33Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1kDq 2p idt › Sg
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Moreo¤er,
k kd d
T t ; q q d q y T t ; qŽ . Ž .k kdt dt
1
k l ty l e R l, q A d q R l, q dlŽ . Ž . Ž .H 12p i › Sg V *, V
5 5 2d q Q k t ReŽl.< < < <F l e dlH3 3 2 2 5 5ž /C g y C g d q › SQ2 2 g
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all l g S and q g Q , whene¤er q q d q g B q as gi¤en by 29 .g A D
Ž . Ž .Proof. By 22 and 32 , we have that
k kd d
T t ; q q d q y T t ; qŽ . Ž .k kdt dt
1
k l ty l e R l, q A d q R l, q dlŽ . Ž . Ž .H 12p i › Sg V *, V
1
k l ts l e R l, q q d q y R l, qŽ . Ž .H2p i › Sg
y R l, q A d q R l, q dlŽ . Ž . Ž .1
V *, V
1 k t ReŽl.< <F l e R l, q q d q y R l, qŽ . Ž .H2p › Sg
< <yR l, q A d q R l, q dlŽ . Ž . Ž .1 V *, V
5 5 2d q Q k t ReŽl.< < < <F l e dl .H3 3 2 2 5 5ž /C g y C g d q › SQ2 2 g
5 5Since the right side of this expression tends to zero as d q “ 0, theQ
Ž .Frechet derivative exists and 33 holds.Â
Â6. EVALUATION OF THE FRECHET DERIVATIVE
Ž .OF T ?; q
Ž .For the purposes of numerical computation, the formula 33 for
Ž . Ž .DrDq T ?; q d q may not be convenient. For this reason, we show that
Ž . Ž . Ž .for a given q g Q , if u ?; q is the solution of 1 and 2 , thenA D
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Ž . Ž . Ž .w s w ?; q; d q s DrDq u ?; q d q is the solution of
w t ; q ; d q s A q w t ; q ; d q q A d q u t ; q ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç 1
34Ž .
w 0; q ; d q s 0.Ž .
In certain topologies the solution w of this problem is given by the
Ž w x.``variation of parameters'' see, e.g., 3 formula
t
w t ; q ; d q s T t y s ; q A d q u s ; q ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1
0
However, in the topologies of interest in our setting the existence of this
integral is at issue and warrants further investigation. At any rate, numeri-
cal computations of the Frechet derivative w may most naturally beÂ
Ž .performed by viewing w as the solution of 34 . Hence our interest in
Ž .justifying 34 .
THEOREM 6.1. For a gi¤en q g Q and admissible d q,A D
D d d D
T t ; q d q s T t ; q d q. 35Ž . Ž . Ž .
Dq dt dt Dq
Proof. We have
D d 1
ltT t ; q d q s le R l, q A d q R l, q dlŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1Dq dt 2p i › Sg
d 1
lts e R l, q A d q R l, q dlŽ . Ž . Ž .H 1dt 2p i › Sg
d D
s T t ; q d q.Ž .
dt Dq
The first and third equalities are Theorem 5.3 with k s 1 and k s 0,
respectively. Interchanging the derivative and integral in the second equal-
ity is justified by a standard application of the dominated convergence
theorem.
COROLLARY 6.2. For a gi¤en u g V *, q g Q and admissible d q,0 A D
def defŽ . Ž . Ž . wŽ . Ž . xset u ?; q s T ?; q u and w ?; q; d q s DrDq T ?; q d q u s0 0
Ž . Ž .DrDq u ?; q . Then
w t ; q ; d q s A q w t ; q ; d q q A d q u t ; q ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç 1
36Ž .
w 0; q ; d q s 0.Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. From 35 and the fact that drdt T t; q s A q T t; q ,
d D
w t ; q ; d q s T t ; q d q uŽ . Ž .Ç 0ž /dt Dq
D d
s T t ; q d q uŽ . 0ž /Dq dt
D
s A q T t ; q d q u .Ž . Ž . 0ž /Dq
Ž .But from the ``product rule'' and the linearity of d q ‹ A d q ,1
D D
A q T t ; q d q s A q T t ; q d q q A d q T t ; q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1Dq Dq
Hence from the definitions of u and w,
D
w t ; q ; d q s A q T t ; q d q q A d q T t ; q uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç 1 0ž /Dq
s A q w t ; q ; d q q A d q u t ; q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
7. FURTHER EXAMPLES
In order to illustrate the generality of the functional-analytic framework
set forth in the previous sections, we provide some additional examples
which fall within its purview. In each of the examples, we:
Ž . Ž .1 exhibit the spaces H and V which are related by 10 ;
Ž . Ž .2 exhibit the sesquilinear form s q ;
Ž .3 exhibit the parameter space Q and Q ; andA D
Ž . Ž .4 briefly indicate where necessary why the four conditions of
``Boundedness'', Coercivity'', ``Affinity'' and ``Continuity'' hold.
In addition to showing that the rather general diffusion-convection
example of Sec. 2 falls within our functional-analytic framework, we
provide two further examples which also fall within the framework but
which are not instances of that example. The example in Sec. 7.2 differs
mainly from the diffusion-convection example in that it has a ``distributed''
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Ž .boundary condition 39 . The example in Sec. 7.3, being a fourth-order
elastic model, differs substantially from the other examples.
Diffusion-con¤ection example re¤isited
2Ž . 1Ž .In that example, the spaces H and V are L V and H V , respec-
Ž .tively, as indicated in Sec. 2. The sesquilinear forms are defined in 8 , and
Ž . Ž .Q and Q are as given in 6 and 9 , respectively.A D '5 Ž .Note that for any e ) 0, the bound on q , the fact that 0 F q ur 2 e2 2
2' 5" e =u , and the Schwarz inequality yieldsH
c22 2 2² : 5 5 5 5q u , =u F u q e =u .H H2 ž /4e
Ž . Ž .Using this together with the definition 8 of s q , the bounds on
Q g Q and the fact that r ) 0, we find thatA D
² : ² : ² :s q u , u G q =u , =u q q u , =u q q u , uŽ . Ž . 1 2 3
25 5 ² : ² :G c =u y q u , =u y q u , uH0 2 3
c222 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G c =u y c e =u y u y c u .H H H H0 2 34e
def 2Ž .If we choose e - c rc , set l s c q c r4e and invoke the PoincareÂ0 2 0 3 2
inequality for the terms involving =u, then we arrive at the coercivity
Ž .property 12 .
A Fokker-Planck model for population dynamics
w xThis example is taken from 5, Sec. 3.2 . Certain size-structured aquatic
Ž .populations mosquitofish and striped bass have been modeled by the
Ž w xfollowing ``Fokker-Planck'' or ``forward Kolmogorov'' equations see 1 ,
w x.3 :
› u ›
q Gu s yq u , x g x , x , 37Ž . Ž . Ž .3 0 1› t › x
where
›
Gu t , x s q x u t , x y q x u t , x , 38Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2› x
x1
Gu t , x s q j u t , j dj ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H0 4
x0
Gu t , x s 0,Ž . Ž .1
39Ž .
u 0, x s u x .Ž . Ž .0
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Ž .Here, u t, x is the population density as a function of time and size, and
Ž .the term Gu is the population flux. Equation 37 is a general model for
Ž .size-structured populations, and the particular form of G in 38 arises
from a Markov transition assumption for the growth process, along with
certain modeling assumptions. The boundary condition at x s x is a0
``recruitment'' term indicating that members of the population reproduce
at a rate which depends on their size, so that the parameter q represents4
fecundity. The boundary condition at x s x is a ``no-flux'' condition which1
arises from the assumption that members of the population do not grow
past a certain size. The parameter q is a mortality term.3
The system above will now be written in a terms of the abstract
2Ž . 1Ž .framework. The pivot space H s L x , x , and V s H x , x . We take0 1 0 1
Q s L‘ x , x = W 1, ‘ x , x = L‘ x , x = L‘ x , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
and
5 5Q s q g Q: q F c and inf q x G c ) 0Ž .Q½ 5A D 1 2 2
Ž .xg x , x0 1
for some constants c and c .1 2
Denote the linear functional on the right side of the boundary condition
Ž . Ž . Ž .39 by l q and its action by l q u. Then the sesquilinear form for the
PDE is
def
² : ² :s q u , ¤ s y Gu, ¤ y ¤ x l q u q q u , ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hx 0 3
w xIn 1, Lemma 3.1 it is shown that boundedness and coercivity hold with
l G 0 under the assumptions on q g Q. Continuity and affinity also0
follow very easily, since the sesquilinear form is linear in q.
Strongly damped beam
w xThis example is taken from 5, Sec. 3.4 . Consider the system of equa-
tions
u t , x s yM t , x ; q y q x u t , x , x g y1, 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t t x x 3 t
M t , x ; q s q x u t , x q q x u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 x x 2 t x x
u t , y1 s u t , y1 s 0,Ž . Ž .x 40Ž .
M t , 1; q s M t , 1; q s 0,Ž . Ž .x
u 0, x s u x ; u 0, x s u x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç0 t 0
These describe the transverse vibrations of a cantilevered Euler-Bernoulli
beam with Kelvin-Voigt internal and viscous external damping. The state
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Ž .variable u t, x is the displacement at time t at position x along the beam.
Ž . Ž .The variable M t, x; q is the bending moment. The parameter q x is the1
Ž . Ž .stiffness coefficient, and q x is a viscous external damping coefficient.3
Ž .The parameter q x is the ``Kelvin-Voigt'' coefficient. It reflects the2
assumption in the model that the bending moment depends not only on
Ž .the strain which is the usual, basic assumption , but also on the strain rate
w x w xas well. For further details on this model, see 7, Sec. 17-5 or 2 .
A statement of precise assumptions on the initial conditions and the
Ž .coefficients q in 40 will be postponed until the PDE has been cast in
weak form below.
The equations above may be written as a first-order system in the usual
Ž . w Ž . Ž .xT Ž .way. Define w t, x s u t, x , u t, x . We see that 40 is equivalent tot
w t , x s A q w t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .t
0 I
41Ž .2 2› › › ›A q sŽ . y q y q q q1 2 32 2 2 2 0ž / ž /ž /› x › x › x › x
Ž . Ž .with the initial condition w 0 s w s u , u and boundary conditionsÇ0 0 0
determined in the obvious way.
Ž .To write 41 in weak form, define the spaces
def2 2H y1, 1 s u g H y1, 1 N u y1 s u y1 s 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4L x
H s H 2 y1, 1 = L2 y1, 1 ,Ž . Ž .L
and
V s H 2 y1, 1 = H 2 y1, 1 .Ž . Ž .L L
2 Ž .Throughout this example, the L inner product on y1, 1 will be denoted
² : 2Ž .? , ? , the inner product on H y1, 1 will be denoted and defined asL
def ² :< u , ¤ 4 s u , ¤ ,x x x x
5 5 Žand the associated norm denoted by ? . That this norm is equivalent to
2 .the usual H norm is established by Poincare's inequality. Finally, theÂL
inner products and norms on the spaces H and V are taken to be the usual
product space inner products, and will be denoted as in the abstract
² : 5 5 ² : 5 5framework by ? , ? and ? , and ? , ? and ? , respectively.V V H H
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The weak form of the beam equation will be written in terms of the
Ž . Ž .following sesquilinear form: With w s u, ¤ and x s f, c elements of
V, define
def
s q w , x s y< ¤ , f 4 qs q u , c q s q ¤ , c ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
where
def ² :s q u , c s q u , c ,Ž . Ž .1 1 x x x x
and
def ² : ² :s q ¤ , c s q ¤ , c q q ¤ , c .Ž . Ž .2 2 x x x x 3
Ž .Denoting u, u by w, the weak form of the PDE can be writtent
² :w t , x qs q w t , x s 0 for x g VŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç H
² :² :w 0 , x s w , x .Ž . HH 0
In terms of the abstract framework developed in the previous section, it
is readily seen using standard arguments that we have V ¤ H. The
properties of boundedness, coercivity and continuity for s will follow
Ž .easily if we set the parameter space Q, d as follows: Let c , . . . , c beQ 1 5
positive constants with c F c and c F c , and let Q be compact in1 2 3 4
L‘ = L‘ = L‘ satisfying
Q; qs q , q , q g L‘ = L‘ = L‘ N c F q x c , Ž . Ž .1 2 3 1 1 2
c F q x F c , andŽ .3 2 4
0 F q x F c a.e. in y1, 1 .4Ž . Ž .3 2
Boundedness and continuity of s are easy to prove. Coercivity also follows
Ž .readily if we set w s u, ¤ and note that
5 5 5 5 5 5 2Re s q w , w G y 1 q c u ¤ q c ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 2 3
and that
1 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u ¤ F u q e ¤
4e
for any e ) 0.
The abstract system is well-posed and, in fact, the solution semigroup is
analytic.
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